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This invention relates to an apparatus for sort 
ing-or dividing, by hydraulic classi?cation, mix~ 
tures'of» coarse and ?nely divided particles into 
the constituent sizes. 

It hasbeen found that in grinding metallic and 
non~metallic ores there is a continuous reduc 
tion in particle size from substantially65 mesh 
v(208 microns) down to 10 to 18 microns. At the 
latter point there is a de?nite interruption of 
continuity inasmuch as practically all material 
smaller than that is found to be in the colloidal 
state, most of- the particles being smaller than 3 
to 5 microns. It is only these fractions which are 
to be-discarded with the aid of the classi?er ac 

However, the term 
“colloidal” is used throughout the speci?cation 
and claims toinclude not only colloidal, but'also 
near-colloidalparticles and, in general, material 
showing colloidal behavior. 

It is the main object of the invention to pro 
vide a low cost hydraulic classi?er economical 
of ‘operation and of relatively small volume, 
which is adapted to eliminate effectively col 
loidal material from granular or coarsely dis 
persed matter such as is found, for example, in 
a mineral grind. A particular object of the in 
vention is to provide an economical means-for 
de-sliming suspensions of pulverized ores in 
water, intended to be concentrated by means of 
froth ?otation. 

Other objects and advantages of the present 
invention will become apparent from the follow 
ing description taken in connection with the ap 
pended drawings in which: 
Figure 1 shows a preferred embodiment of the 

invention in a vertical sectional view, and also 11 
lustrates a multiple-effect arrangement in which 
a plurality of the hydraulic classi?ers of the 
present invention are arranged in series; 
Figure 2 is a plan view of the apparatus taken 

along the line 2—2 of Figure 1 looking in the 
direction of the arrows; and 
Figure 3 is a detail of the rake-elements here 

inafter described. 
By reference to the drawings, it will be seen 

that the apparatus of the present invention com 
prises a container I with two or more, prefer 
ably four, water inlet pipes 3 with valves 4, which 
pipes are provided in the lower half of the con 
tainer l at opposite points on its periphery. Dis 
posed within the container I is a series of open 
bottom, imperforate walled, hollow members 5 
in the shape of truncated cones, the larger bases 
of which are of equal diameter, whereas the di 
ameters of the smaller bases are progressively 
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material to be treated. 

decreasing downwardly, so that the height of the 
successive membersaccordingly increases. ‘These 
members are coaxially superimposedat intervals 
with their truncated ends towardithe bottom of 
the container I, the ?attest thereof being placed 
as the uppermost near the top, the ‘deepest as 
the lowermost near the bottom of said container. 
A vertical shaft 6 in the center of the container 
rotates rake-like shaped bladeslsoplaced as to 
sweep over the inner surface of the hollow mem 
bers 5. Stirrers 8 are provided near the bottom 
of thecontainer l to concentrate at'<the. center 
thereof the material to be discharged. 9 .is a 
withdrawal pipe for “sands” and water‘in the 
center of the container bottom, whereas the 
“?nes” pass through an over?owslitl?. ~A-spi1l 
way I‘! is placed adjacent over?ow slit ill to con 
vey away the over?ow “?nes.” The assembly 
can be regarded as a sequence of r‘hollowed mem 
bers of the bowl classi?er type disposed one 
above the other, each of which opens into the 
next member thereunder, in combination with 
means serving to produce an upward current of 
water streaming successively through said ele 
ments with gradually decreasing velocity. 
The dotted lines II connecting the. corners of 

the smaller parallel sides of the trapezoidal sec 
tions through the hollow members v5 or, more ex 
actly, the angle between this line and the hori 
zontal line I2 indicates the classifying capacity 
of the apparatus. This slope'is: consequently to 
be adjusted according to the character of the 

In .the embodiment 
shown, the angle in question is approximately 
60 degrees. .This is suitable for a material con 
taining approximately equal amounts of coarsely 
dispersed and colloidal particles. With an in 
creasing proportion of colloidal material, the 
slope should become accordingly steeper. 
In the use of this apparatus for separating the 

discrete particles of a pulp from the “?nes,” the 
feed is supplied at the top through the central 
hopper l3 countercurrent to the water entering 
tangentially near the bottom and rising to the top, 
and in so rising, is forced to pass, in three (or 
more) stages, through openings of gradually de 
creasing diameter. As a consequence thereof the 
rate of flow of the solution decreases from stage 
to stage. The whirling motion imparted to the 
solution by the rake-like blades 1 rotating in 
the conical rake-boxes 5 assists the water stream 
in raising the particles of relatively ?ner size to 
the surface, whereas the “sands” are deposited on 
the inclined walls of said boxes from which they 
are removed by the rake elements 1, to be again 
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and again exposed to the washing action of the 
water stream. In the flattest uppermost ele 
ment 5 the fresh feed falls in with the counter 
flow of the solution moving relatively slowly, so 
that only the ?nest particles are caused to pass 
to the over?ow [0. On the other hand, in the 
deepest, lowermost element 5 the coarsest par 
ticles, which have undergone the classifying 
action of the upper elements 5 on a considerably 
prolonged path, encounter the fresh water moving 
upward with relatively high speed and are there 
fore discharged through the withdrawal pipe 9 
practically freed from colloidal concomitants. 
All these means in cumulative cooperation'pro 
duce results far superior to those achievable with 
an equal number of separate rake classi?ers con 
nected in series. Moreover, the apparatus of the 
present invention is capable of effecting consider 
able savings in floor space as well as in equipment 
cost, when compared with a series of individual 
classi?ers of equal capacity. ' ' l ' 

When plant capacity is high, or when a par 
ticularly di?icult ore is being classi?ed, the classi 
fying units may be placed in series as is illustrated 
in Figure 1. In such a case, the “sands” which 
are to be reclassi?ed are diverted from withdrawal 
pipe 9 to pipe M by closing valve l 5, whence they 
are transported to container I’ by means of 
pump it and chute l3’. In Figure 1; all of the 
primed reference numerals refer, to the corre 
sponding parts in the sectioned elevation view. ' 
Having described my invention, ‘what I claim 

and desire to protect by Letters Patent is: , 
1.. An apparatus of the character described 

comprising a container having a feeder‘at the top, 
a discharge at the bottom and means adapted to 
cause wash water to rise in counter-currentto the 
feed to overflow near the top; and a plurality of 
superimposed settling compartments within the 
container, each of which communicates through 
a central opening in the bottom wall with the next 
thereunder, the said compartments being disposed 
was to follow each other from above to below in 
an‘ order of increasing depths, whereas the diam 
eters of the bottom holes gradually decrease 
downwardly. ‘ e 

2. An apparatus of ‘the character described 
comprising a container adapted to be continuously 
fed'at the top and likewise discharged at the bot 
tom and having means for causing wash‘ water 
to rise in counter-current to the feed and to over 
?ow near the top, and adapted to hold a series 
of stationary decks inclining downwardly and in 
wardly toward the center and provided with cen 
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tral openings and rotary surface rakes, said decks 
being coaxially disposed at intervals one above 
the other within the container so as to divide the 
same into a plurality of superimposed closed 
settling compartments, each of which communi 
cates with the next thereunder through the cen 
tral openings of the decks, and the compartments 
being arranged from above to below in an order 
of increasing depths, whereas the diameters of 
the central openings of the successive decks de 
crease downwardly. 

3. An apparatus of the character described 
comprising a cylindrical container having a feed 
charging appliance at the top and a discharging 
device for settled solids in the central part of the 
bottom, peripheral wash water inlets in its lower 
half‘ and an over?ow near the top, and being 
adapted ‘to hold a series of dish-shaped upwardly 
facing, substantially horizontal partitions'pro 
vided with central openings and with sweeps for 
moving the settled solids towards the bottom 
holes, said partitions being disposed at intervals 
within the container so as to form the bottoms 
of superimposed settling compartments, each of 
which communicates with the next thereunder 
through the central openings, except the under‘ 
most which opens into a common lower chamber 
for the accumulated settled solids, and the said 
compartments being arranged from above to 
below in an order of increasing depths, whereas 
the diameters of the successive inter-compart 
ment outlets decrease downwardly. 

4. An apparatus for the hydraulic classi?cation 
by sizes of solids suspended in Water, a container 
having a feeder at the top, a discharge at the 
bottom and means for causing wash water to rise 
in counter-current to the feed and to over?ow 
near the top, the said container being adapted to 
hold a sequence of coaxially superimposed sta 
tionary partitions in the shape of open-bottom, 
imperforate walled truncated cones equipped 
with rotary surface rakes, and to hold also means 
for rotating said rakes, the larger bases of the said 
partitions being of equal diameters, whereas the 
diameters of the smaller bases are progressively 
decreasing, and the said partitions being arranged 
at intervals, with their truncated ends toward the 
bottom of the container, so as to divide the same 
in a plurality of adjacent settling compartments 
following one another from above to below in an 
order of increasing depth and of decreasing inter 
compartment outlet sections. 
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